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IN RE: ROBERT SIMPSON, 
IBT Local 743 

OPINION AND DECISION OF 
THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW 
BOARD 

x 

I. INTRODUCTION 
On June 30, 1994, the Independent Review Board ("IRB") 

transmitted to the International Brotherhood of Teamsters ("IBT") 
General President for appropriate action an investigative report 
("Report") concerning proposed charges against Local 743 President 
Robert Simpson ("Simpson"). 

In 1989, as a result of a court-approved settlement 
agreement in United States v. International Brotherhood of 
Teamsters ("the civil RICO suit") Donald Peters ("Peters"), 
Simpson's predecessor as Local 743 President, was required to 
resign permanently from all IBT or IBT subordinate bodies positions 
by June 1, 1989 and all positions with any IBT-affiliated benefit 
fund by September 30, 1989. The Report alleged that from October 
1989 to the date of the proposed charges, June 30, 1994, despite 
Peters' required resignations, Simpson, as Local 743's principal 
officer, allowed and facilitated Peters' continued representation 
of Local 743 through Peters' continued involvement in IBT affairs, 
thus bringing reproach upon the IBT and interfering with the 
Local's legal obligations in violation of Article II, Section 2(a) 
and Article XIX, Section 7(b)(1) and (5) of the IBT Constitution. 

By'letter of July 5, 1994, the IBT returned the Report to 
the IRB for adjudication. See IRB Rules and Procedures, H I, § 5. 
On December 20 and 21, 1994, the IRB held a hearing in Chicago on 



the charges against Simpson and following the hearing memoranda 
were submitted to the IRB by the Chief Investigator and Simpson. 
In our following opinion and decision we find that the allegation 
that Simpson facilitated Peters' continued representation of Local 
743 through Peters' continued involvement in IBT affairs has been 
established. 

II. DISCUSSION 
Essential to an understanding of the proposed charges 

against Simpson is knowledge of Peters' background and his 
relationship to Simpson. Peters became the President and principal 
officer of Local 743 in approximately 1946. (I. Ex. 3 at 21). In 
or about 1965, then IBT General President James Hoffa appointed 
Peters an International organizer, and in 1981 Peters became an 
International Vice President and a member of the IBT General 
Executive Board. (I. Ex. 3 at 27-29)* For many years until his 
resignation in 1989, Peters was also one of the two union-appointed 
Trustees on the Local 743 Health and Welfare Fund ("Health Fund") 
and the Local 743 Severance and Annuity Fund ("Severance Fund"). 
(Tr. 181-182) This service as Trustee is not to be confused with 
the Trustee position in the Local itself or the position as a 
Trustee with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. 

Simpson has known Peters since 1953. (Tr. 58) In 
subsequent years, it is clear, they developed a close working 

* We will adopt the method of exhibit and transcript 
references utilized in counsel's submissions: "I. Ex." refers to 
the Chief Investigator's exhibits introduced at the December 1994 
hearing, "R. Ex." refers to Simpson's exhibits introduced at that 
hearing, and "Tr." refers to the transcript of that hearing. 
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relationship with each other. Since 1963 Simpson had been an 
officer of the Local along with Peters. (Tr. 181) In December 1990 
Simpson was appointed an International Trustee (Tr. 57) and was 
then elected an International Trustee at the 1991 IBT Convention. 
(Tr. 425) 

As early as August 1987 Peters and Simpson had heard that 
the United States might file a federal civil RICO suit against the 
IBT. (I. Ex. 34; Tr. 184) On September 15, 1987, Peters and the 
other members of the IBT General Executive Board met in Cincinnati, 
Ohio "to discuss and prepare for a special meeting called of all 
local union officers to discuss the rumor that the federal 
government intended to utilize RICO to invoke a trusteeship over 
the International Union." (I. Ex. 35) Previously, on August 31, 
1987, the impending federal action against the IBT had also been 
discussed at a Local 743 Executive Board meeting. (I. Ex. 34) The 
contemplated RICO suit was also reported in Chicago newspapers as 
early as October 1987. (I. Ex. 37) 

Thus, it was with an awareness of the rumored federal 
action against the IBT that, at a Local 743 Executive Board meeting 
on February 19, 1988, Peters announced he would resign as the 
Local's President effective April 1, 1988; (I. Ex. 38; Tr. 173-174) 
and Peters' recommendation to the Executive Board that Simpson, who 
was then Vice President of the Local, be appointed President 
effective April 1, 1988, was accepted. (I. Ex. 38) 

The minutes of the February 19, 1988 Executive Board 
meeting reflected the following resolution was passed: 
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Upon his retirement, Donald Peters shall be named 
and designated as President Emeritus of Local 743 for 
his life and shall continue in addition to act as 
advisor and consultant to this Local Union. 
To assist in his efforts in connection with his work 
as described above, Local 743 shall reimburse him for 
all related expenses he may incur, and shall make 
available at no cost, an office for his use on the 
premises of Local 743 with such furniture, equipment, 
services, publications and assistance, as is or may be 
deemed necessary and appropriate with all costs 
therefore to be paid by Local 743. 

(I. Ex. 38) At the same meeting, Peters became a Trustee on the 
Local's Executive Board effective April 1, 1988. (I. Ex. 38) 
Although Peters resigned his position as Local Union President, he 
remained a Vice-President of the International Union and Trustee of 
the Central Conference. On August 2, 1988 he was elected to even 
higher positions in the Central Conference of Teamsters, Chairman 
of its central Policy Committee. 

In February 1988, Peters' annual salary as the Local's 
President was approximately $100,000.00. (I. Exs. 73 and 74) 
Simpson indicated at the hearing that when Peters resigned as the 
President and became solely a Trustee, Peters' salary was roughly 
equivalent to the salary paid to the other two Local Trustees. (Tr. 
77-78) However, as a Trustee after April 1, 1988, as a 
demonstration of his power within the Local - and his relationship 
with Simpson - Peters' annual salary was maintained at 
approximately $100,000 while the annual salary for the other two 
Local Trustees, who also carried additional duties as business 
representatives, was $75,000. (I. Exs. 74-79, Tr. 77-78; 176-177; 
I. Ex. 9 at 2-4;' I. Ex. 70 at 2-3)^ Since Peters did not work as 

^ In 1989, until he resigned on May 31, 1989, Peters 
continued to be paid substantially more than the other Local 743 (continued...) 
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a business representative (Tr. 180), the salary paid him as Trustee 
was in violation of the spirit if not the letter of the Executive 
Board's December 3, 1987, resolution.^ Yet Simpson, who as 
President had to sign all payroll checks, allowed Peters, while 
performing less work, to receive more salary than the other Local 
officers and the same salary as the President, contrary to the 
December 1987 resolution. (I. Ex. 13 at 4; Tr. 176-177) This is 
significant in that it reflects how Simpson deferred to Peters, 
obviously regarded as a powerful figure within the Local. 

As Peters, Simpson and others had anticipated, and four 
months after the Local 743 Executive Board's meeting in February, 
on June 28, 1988, the United States filed a civil RICO case against 
the IBT and its leadership.; (I. Ex. 10) Peters, along with other 
IBT officials, was named as a defendant. (I. Ex. 10) Marvin 
Gittler ("Gittler") and his firm, long-time counsel for Local 743, 
while continuing as counsel for Local 743, became Peters' counsel 
in the civil RICO case. (Tr. 251-52)" Simpson read the civil RICO 
complaint at approximately the time it was filed and knew Peters 

^(...continued) 
Trustees. (I. Exs. 75, 77 and 79) In March 1989, the biweekly 
salary for the other Trustees was $3,269 while Peters' biweekly 
salary was $4,230. (I. Exs. 75, 77 and 79) 

^ During an Executive Board meeting held on December 3, 
1987, the Executive Board passed a resolution that effective 
January 1, 1988, the President's annual salary would be $100,000 
and the Secretary Treasurer's annual salary would be $90,000. (I. 
Ex. 73) It was further decided that "the salaries of the rest of 
the Executive Board members [this includes Trustees] who are 
Business Representatives be set at $75,000.00 per year, effective 
January 1, 1988." (I. Ex. 73) 

" Gittler's firm's legal fees in connection with its 
representation of Peters totalled approximately $170,949 and were 
paid by the IBT. (I. Ex. 90) 
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was named as a defendant in that suit. (Tr. 184-185) Obviously he 
also knew (and did not object) that Gittler and his firm were 
representing Peters. 

Simpson knew that the government's complaint charged that 
Peters, and others, as trustees of the IBT Central States Pension 
Fund ("CSPF"), had surrendered authority over CSPF investment 
decisions to Allen Dorfman, knowing that he was controlled by La 
Cosa Nostra ("LCN"); (I. Ex. 10 at 78) and that certain defendants, 
then-IBT President Roy L. Williams, Dorfman and La Costa Nostra 
member Joseph Lombardo, and others, were involved in a conspiracy 
whose objective was to bribe former United States Senator Cannon to 
influence his actions with respect to certain legislation. (I. Ex. 
10 at 79, 91) Williams, Dorfman and Lombardo were convicted of 
those offenses in U.S. v. Dorfman, et al., 81 CR 269 (N.D. 111.), 
aff'd sub nom.; U.S. v. Williams, 737 F.2d 594 (7th Cir. 1984), 
cert, denied, 470 U.S. 1003 (1985).^ 

For almost a year after the government's complaint had 
been filed, Simpson did nothing to halt Peters' $100,000 salary, 
until May 31, 1989 when Peters permanently resigned as the Local's 
Trustee pursuant to the court-approved settlement of the civil RICO 

^ The complaint also alleged that former IBT General 
President Hoffa's rise to power in the IBT was facilitated by 
Chicago LCN associate Paul Dorfman, and that in return for Paul 
Dorfman's support, Hoffa arranged for Allen Dorfman, Paul's son, 
to be hired as a service provider for "various Teamster entities, 
including the Central States Pension Fund and the Central 
Conference." (I. Ex. 10 at 31) In 1949, Peters hired Allen 
Dorfman to be the Administrator of the Local 743 Health Fund. (I. 
Ex. 3 at 80-81; I. Ex. 4 at 16) A company owned by Allen 
Dorfman's son, David, is currently the third-party Administrator 
for the Local 743 Health Fund. (Tr. 209) 
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case.6 See 8, infra. Although Section 14(B) of the Local's Bylaws 
required an investigation into allegations of wrongdoing, (I. Ex. 
13 at 11; Tr. 184) Simpson, while knowing of Peters' involvement in 
the civil RICO suit, did nothing to investigate the charges against 
Peters during this eleven-month period. (I. Ex. 4 at 19) For 
Simpson it was as if the case did not exist. For example, Simpson 
never asked Peters or Gittler, or Gittler's firm whether the case 
was a cause for concern nor did he ask them to provide him with any 
evidence relating to the government's charges against Peters. (Tr. 
187, 189; 321-22)^ Such refusal to pursue what was clearly vital 

Peters did not want to retire from the IBT before the 
civil RICO case was resolved. According to Simpson, in 1987 
Peters told him that "[h]e was going to retire completely, but he 
didn't feel he could leave at that time from the International 
pending whau was coming down. . . . He wanted to be around when 
they filed the civil RICO." (Tr. 175-76; 184) In a sworn 
affidavit, Peters stated "if anything, the Government's decision 
to sue the IBT prompted me to stay on and remain active in Local 
743's affairs longer than I had anticipated or planned." (R. Ex. 
91 at 9) In another matter, Peters' counsel, Gittler explained 
Peters motivation for staying on the Local 743 payroll: 

If I was a Union leader and I was under 
active investigation by a government body, 
unless I wanted to put my house into hoc[k], 
the last thing I would do, would be to retire. 
I would want my institution to help me defray 
legal costs. 

(R. Ex. 14 at 90) 

^ The evidence against Peters made available as part of the 
discovery in the civil RICO case included three conversations 
intercepted at Allen Dorfman's office. (I. Ex. 24, 25 and 26) 
Dorfman was considered by the Federal Bureau of Investigation to 
be an associate of the Chicago LCN. (I. Ex. 21 at 2, 6) In a 
conversation intercepted on December 21, 1979, Peters spoke to 
LCN member Joseph Lombardo about his Local's delegates to the IBT 
convention. (I. Ex. 26) In another conversation intercepted on 
May 21, 1979, Allen Dorfman spoke to Peters about the scheme to 
ensure that certain Las Vegas property would be sold to then 
Senator Cannon in exchange for which Cannon would "take care of 

(continued...) 
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information was again reflective of the power Peters continued to 
wield within the Local arid the relationship between Peters and 
Simpson. 

Having served as a Local 743 Trustee since April 1, 1988, 
in October 1988, four months after the civil RICO case had been 
filed, Peters accepted nomination as a Local Trustee for a new 
three-year term and was elected without opposition. (Tr. 177-79) 
Simpson did nothing to block this action, and he did not disclose 
that Peters would continue to be paid as much as the President and 
more than the other Trustees. (I. Ex. 73; Tr. 176-77) 

On March 14, 1989, just before commencement of trial, 
Peters entered into the court-approved settlement in the civil RICO 
case, which Gittler negotiated and executed on Peters' behalf. (I. 
Ex. 11, Tr. 331; R. Ex. 14 at 65-66) Peters agreed to resign 
permanently all his International positions effective immediately 
and to "permanently retire from all positions as an officer, agent, 

^(...continued) 
deregulation." (I. Ex. 24 at 1) 

In addition, during depositions taken during discovery 
in the civil RICO case, three organized crime figures described 
Peters as having ties to organized crime. For example, Cleveland 
LCN figure Angelo Lonardo quoted Jackie Cerone, Chicago LCN 
Underboss, in the company of Chicago LCN Boss Joey Aiuppa, as 
stating that Peters was among the Teamsters they controlled. (I. 
Ex. 30 at 346-47) During the deposition of Ken Eto, a Chicago 
LCN associate, Eto testified that he knew Peters, having met him 
in the 1960s. (I. Ex. 31 at 12-13) In addition, in a January 6, 
1989, deposition, Jimmy "The Weasel" Fratianno, a Los Angeles LCN 
figure, stated that Phil Alderisio, a Chicago LCN figure, had 
introduced him to Peters. (I. Ex. 32 at 65) 

Gittler acknowledged that he and his firm had access to 
this information and, on the basis of the record before us, were 
not asked for it by Simpson, nor did they impart it to their 
other client, Local 743, or its President, while obviously aware 
of the "investigation" requirement of the Local's by-laws. (Tr. 
222, 224, 227, 289, 317-321) 
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representative or employee of the IBT or any IBT subordinate body-
by June 1, 1989." (I. Ex. 11) Peters was also required to 
"permanently retire from all positions as a trustee, agent, 
representative or employee of any IBT-affiliated employee benefit 
fund no later than September 30, 1989." (I. Ex. 11) 

At a Local 743 Executive Board meeting on May 1, 1989, 
Peters resigned as a Trustee of the Local, effective May 31, 1989. 
(I. Ex. 39) S()n September 29, 1989, Peters resigned as a Trustee of 
the Local 743 Health Fund and as a Trustee of the Local 743 
Severance Fund. (I. Ex. 41) By unanimous vote of all Executive 
Board members at the May 1989 Local Executive Board meeting, Peters 
was presented with the title to a union-owned automobile, a 1988 
Lincoln Towncar. (I. Ex. 39) The gift of the car to Peters 
violated Section 16(C) of the Local's Bylaws. (I. Ex. 13 at 14) 
Again, Simpson took no action to alert the Executive Board that, 
once again, Peters' interests were being placed over those of the 
Local, a continuing demonstration of the influence Peters wielded 
over the Local and exerted over Simpson. Gittler told 

Simpson of the settlement with the government (Tr. 190) and Simpson 
read the agreement. (I. Ex. 42; Tr. 83-85, 265; I. Ex. 6 at 24-28) 
Simpson also received a copy of a March 13, 1989 letter Gittler, as 
Peters' counsel-, sent to Assistant United States Attorney Randy 
Mastro concerning the terms of the settlement. (I. Ex. 42; I. Ex. 
6 at 24-28; Tr. 193, 258, 269-70) 

s According to Peters' dues printout, in December 1988 
Peters paid his Local 743 membership dues for the year 1989. (I. 
Ex. 12) On March 1, 1990 Local 743 issued Peters a withdrawal 
card. (I. Ex. 12) 
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As has been noted, Simpson was aware of the fact that 
Gittler's law firm represented Peters in the civil RICO case and 
knew that the law firm's obligation was to serve Peters' interests. 
(Tr. 189-190) Yet, according to his testimony, Simpson turned to 
Gittler to advise him about the impact of the court-approved 
agreement upon Peters' continuing relationship with the Local. (Tr. 
190-191) Thus Simpson did not fulfill his responsibilities as 
Local 743's principal officer in failing to obtain advice from 
independent counsel whose advice would not be colored by a concern 
for Peters' interests.^ 

On May 24, 1989, Gittler wrote a letter to Simpson 
concerning Peters and enclosed Peters' court-approved settlement. 
(I. Ex. 42) Gittler's letter contained certain inaccuracies. 
First, Gittler wrote in this letter that Peters had retired from 
the Local on April 1, 1988. (I. Ex. 42) In fact, as Simpson well 
knew, Peters was still a Local Trustee as of the date of Gittler's 

Simpson, a very experienced labor negotiator, did not ask 
any other attorney for an interpretation of the Peters court-
approved settlement. (Tr. 191) Simpson was familiar with the 
concept of a potential conflict of interest, on the basis of his 
own experience, in an attorney's representation of two clients. 
(Tr. 191-192) Yet Simpson testified that he never considered the 
"conflict" possibility as it related to Gittler, (Tr. 231-232) 
and did not consider seeking the advice of independent counsel. 
(Tr. 191) 

When questioned about the conflict between Gittler's 
representation of Peters and Simpson's request for advice from 
Gittler concerning Peters, Simpson responded "I think if 
[Gittler] would have thought it was a conflict, he would have 
told me." (Tr. 193) We find this rationalization unacceptable. 
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letter, and, as we have noted, he remained so until May 31, 1989. 
(Tr. 195)*o 

The second error in Gittler's letter was that it referred 
to resolutions that were passed in November or December 1988, which 
was well after the civil RICO case was filed, and which authorized 
an office at the Local for Peters and reimbursement of his 
expenses. (Tr. 194-195) However, there were no such resolutions in 
November or December 1988.** Simpson would have been aware of 
this mistake, having voted on the resolution at the same meeting 
where Peters recommended Simpson for President in February 1988, 
before filing of the civil RICO suit. (I. Ex. 38)^ 

Gittler's May 24, 1989, letter also stated that the Local 
could provide "expense reimbursement . . . as Don [Peters] 

Notwithstanding his representation of Peters and his 
execution of the settlement agreement requiring Peters to resign 
from all union positions, Gittler testified that at the time that 
he wrote the May 24, 1989 letter to Simpson, he was not aware 
that one of the positions Peters would have to resign from was 
that of Trustee on the Local's Executive Board. (Tr. 314) 

We believe that the resolution Gittler intended to refer 
to was the resolution passed at the February 19, 1988 Executive 
Board meeting, well before the June 1988 filing of the civil RICO 
case. (I. Ex. 38; Tr. 272) 

During his testimony at the IRB hearing, Simpson claimed 
that he had only recently noticed the errors in Gittler's letter 
(Tr. 195) We do not find this credible. Instead, we find that 
Gittler's glaring misstatements should have made it even clearer 
to Simpson that he needed independent advice. 
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continues to assist in the transition period." (I. Ex. 42)^ 
Gittler, reflecting an apparent insensitivity to the implications 
of Peters continuing to have any relationship to Local 743, also 
stated, 

I do not see, however, that this [court-approved 
settlement agreement] will prohibit or adversely 
impact the Local's use of Don's experience, 
knowledge and abilities. 

(I. Ex. 42) 
Gittler testified that he told Simpson that Peters could not hold 
a paid position with the Local but that he could contact and 
consult with Peters. (Tr. 275, 278) If this is what Simpson is 
relying upon, his reliance is misplaced; and what Simpson later 
permitted Peters to do far exceeded "consultation" and "contact" 
and extended well beyond any "transition" period. 

With the assistance and approval of Simpson, subsequent 
to Peters' permanent retirement from the Local on May 31, 1989, 
Peters continued to act as a representative and agent of Local 743. 
Peters continued to be extensively involved in the affairs of the 
union; and what he did thereafter was consistent with Simpson's and 
Peters' course of conduct and their relationship during the 
previous fourteen months when Peters was a Trustee. Simpson of 
course claimed Peters had knowledge without which the Local could 
not effectively represent its members. (Tr. 72) See also 19-22, 
infra. Even if we were to accept this strained explanation for the 
behavior of Peters as encouraged by Simpson, which we do not, this 

^ Gittler testified that he did not envision any time limit 
on such transition period. (Tr. 273-274) This too should have at 
the very least inspired a question from Simpson, "How long are we 
safe in doing this?" 
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would mean that Simpson had determined not to arrange for Peters to 
pass on his knowledge to the working union officials during his 
many months of service as Local Trustee. (Tr. 174-77) Indeed, 
Peters' departure as an officer of Local 743 had been anticipated 
from at least the passage of the Executive Board resolution in 
February 1988. Even if we were to credit Simpson's reasons for 
Peters' continuing activity on behalf of Local 743, to have allowed 
Peters to continue to have exclusive possession of pertinent 
information would reflect, on Simpson's part, a willingness to 
permit Peters' continuing active involvement with both the union 
and its funds, and third-parties, permitting Peters to remain an 
important figure in the Local's contract negotiations and 
enforcement efforts with employers. Thus, Peters was permitted by 
Simpson to continue to function as a union representative after May 
31, 1989. 

After his May 1989 resignation, contrary to Simpson's 
contention, Peters did not simply function as a passive 
informational resource to Local officials or lawyers.^ He 

^ After his resignation, as we have shown, Peters 
continued to have an office on Local 743 premises. (I. Ex. 43 and 
44; I. Ex. 6 at 19-22; I. Ex. 45 at 12; I. Ex. 4 at 9; I. Ex. 1 
at 13; Tr. 73-74) At his February 1993 sworn examination, 
Simpson testified that Peters "would be, could be the president 
emeritus of the local union, and therefore he could, in order to 
assist in his efforts to get whatever skills we could get out of 
him, that he could use that office at the local." (I. Ex. 6 at 
22) In his later sworn examination, Simpson claimed that he was 
not sure for what purpose Peters used this office. (I. Ex. 4 at 
9) At the IRB hearing, Simpson testified that Peters used his 
Local office "probably no more than two/ three times a month . . 
.." (Tr. 163) It is obvious that Local 743 employees and the 
Local's membership would know of Peters' continuing involvement 
in the union's affairs, and having an office furthered that 
impression. It never occurred to Simpson to take away Peters' 
office after the latter's Court-approved May 1989 resignation. 
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actually acted as a Local representative in dealing with non-
Teamster unions. For example, Simpson was the coordinator of the 
Hospital Employees Labor Program ("HELP") which he described as "a 
joint effort to organize hospital employees" between Local 743 and 
a local of the Service Employees International Union ("SEIU"). (Tr. 
55, 197-98)^ Simpson was fully familiar with HELP. Yet, 
subsequent to June 1989, Simpson permitted Peters' participation in 
a meeting between SEIU representatives and Local 743 
representatives concerning HELP (Tr. 199) to the extent that, at a 
HELP meeting after Peters' resignation, Peters appeared and it was 
he and not Simpson who complained that the SEIU had not provided 
sufficient accommodations to Local 743. (Tr. 199-201) We find that 
anyone in attendance at this meeting would have understood that 
Peters was at this meeting as a Local 743 representative, and that 
Simpson was aware of this. 

Simpson's participation in Peters' continued role as a 
representative of the Local after his retirement was reflected in 
Simpson's many lunch and dinner meetings with Peters to discuss 
contract negotiations and other issues involving the Local's 
ongoing business. (Tr. 130-33) The circumstances of these meetings 
lead us to conclude that Peters was not there simply to supply 
Simpson with historical information but rather was continuing to 
play a role in giving advice and actually forming strategy for 
Local 743's collective bargaining negotiations (See, e.g., Tr. 
431-34) 

^ Peters was involved in creating HELP in 1967. (Tr. 197-
198) 
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On three other occasions in 1990, Simpson, Peters and 
others met to discuss ongoing negotiations with the University of 
Chicago. (R. Ex. 5 at 20; I. Exs. 51(C), (D) and (E)) Further, 
with respect to collective bargaining issues, on December 19, 1991 
and January 9, 1992, Simpson met with Peters and others to discuss 
the Local's then current negotiations with Spiegels. (R. Ex. 5 at 
22)^ On June 18, 1992, Peters, Simpson and Teamster Montgomery 
Ward Council ("TMWC") Chair Gayle Crawford met "to discuss matters 

involving Montgomery Ward & Co " (R. Ex. 5 at 22; I Ex. 
51(M)) While Simpson is dismissive about the Montgomery Ward 
meeting, see Simpson's Memorandum at 33, he would have us believe 
that he did not perceive the significance of a company official 
calling on Peters to attend a meeting like this. Because of 
Simpson's projection of Peters, employers regarded him as a force 
within the Local. 

Simpson contended that at times in Local 743 contract 
negotiations there were oral "sidebar" agreements between an 
employer and Peters when he had been the Local 743 negotiator. (Tr. 
65-66, 219) Simpson testified that normally Peters would not put 
a note in the Local 743 contract file about such "side bar" 
agreements. (Tr. 220) Nor were the members told about such verbal 
agreements. (Tr. 220)^ Simpson claimed that, as a result of 

^ Other examples exist. Tom Walter, who has been the Vice 
President of Labor Relations for Local 743 employer Montgomery 
Ward since May 1990, testified that Peters "may have been 
present" during meetings Walter had with Simpson and Local 743 
business agent Roy Jackson where official business of the Local 
was discussed. (Tr. 364-65, 370) 

^ An example of an undocumented oral agreement Peters 
entered into was provided by Gittler. Gittler testified that 

(continued...) 
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Peters' practice of making these secret oral agreements with 
employers, and then not recording them anywhere in the Local's 
records, he was forced to speak with Peters about these 
undocumented oral agreements. (Tr. 65-66; 71-72) In a sworn 
affidavit Peters alleged that he alone possessed information 
concerning Local 743 contract interpretations. (R. Ex. 91 at 14-
15): 

Because of the absence of a master contract, I 
had to teach the business agents the specific 
terms and provisions which would be applicable 
to the particular employer to which they were 
assigned. This would take a tremendous amount 
of time and, on occasion, there would be a 
dispute or a misunderstanding between the 
business agent and the employer regarding a 
particular term or provision of the contract 
agreement. I do recall that on numerous 
occasions subsequent to my retirement I was 
consulted by the business agents of Local 743 
regarding the specific labor issues. I did 
not see anything wrong with that; in fact, if 
anything, I insisted on involving myself in 

^(...continued) 
recently the attorney for the University of Chicago, a Local 743 
employer, 

took the position that we [the Local] could 
not submit to arbitration grievances alleging 
sex discrimination or sexual harassment; the 
reason being, according to counsel, that a 
commitment had been made not to arbitrate such 
grievances. And when asked when that commitment 
was made or how that commitment was made, counsel 
said it was made by Mr. Peters. 

(Tr. 273) 
If this explanation were true, it meant that the power Peters had 
over union affairs after his resignation was immense. All an 
employer had to claim was that despite whatever was written or 
not specifically included in the contract, Peters agreed orally 
to the employer's position. The union representatives would go 
to Peters and Peters alone would shape the union's position by 
agreeing or disagreeing with the employer's position. The 
frequency of Peters' appearance on the scene itself undercuts the 
tendered explanation. 
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these matters so that the Membership of Local 
743 would be properly served. However, I made 
no decision but advised the agents of customs 
and usages. 

As we have said earlier, this explanation for Peters' continuing 
activity after his forced resignation is rejected. Even if, given 
the vagaries of the complex collective bargaining relationships of 
Local 743, some reliance on Peters' personal recollection may have 
been needed from time to time, we cannot accept, especially in 
light of the fourteen-month transition period available to Simpson, 
his exclusive reliance upon Peters' memory. 

Simpson himself had been a union officer since 1963, had 
been Vice President, and, as the Local's President since April 
1988, was responsible for handling the Local's major contracts. 
Simpson was exposed to the entire range of different contracts 
entered into by the Local; (Tr. 220, 244) and, during the 
fourteen-month period when Simpson was the Local's President and 
Peters was a Trustee, Simpson had ample time to review with Peters 
each of the Local's contracts. All he had to do was to have Peters 
document any unwritten work rules or contract interpretations 
either during this fourteen month period. Especially once it was 
clear in March of 1989 that Peters' resignation was forced, Simpson 
could have, but did not, begin some debriefing of Peters concerning 
collective bargaining topics about which Simpson was not then 
informed.'s (Tr. 220-21) 

^ Interestingly, Local 743 Business Agent Phillip John 
("John") claimed that Peters was the only person who had 
information about a certain clause in the University of Chicago 
Hospital contract because Peters was the person who negotiated 
that contract. (Tr. 467-69) However, John acknowledged that 
there was a past practice concerning this clause which supported 

(continued...) 
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Peters' activities on behalf of Local 743 were also 
reflected by the Local's Executive Board's acknowledgement that 
Peters continued to represent the Local after his forced 
resignation. Thus, the minutes of the April 1, 1991, Local 743 
Executive Board meeting stated: 

The Executive Board approved expenses of 
President Emeritus Donald Peters for consulting 
work while traveling and representing the 
interest [sicl of Local 743 and its members in 
accordance with the Resolution passed by the 
Local 743 Executive Board on February 19, 1988. 

(I. Ex. 14 (emphasis added)) 
Simpson's explanation of the manner in which Peters was 

"representing the interest[s] of Local 743 and its members" was a 
startling confession that Simpson was using Peters' existing 
goodwill within the IBT structure beyond the confines of Local 743 
to advance Simpson's political career in the IBT. Even in 
Simpson's own view, he admitted that he placed Peters in the status 
of a representative of the Local. Simpson explained that this 
resolution included the Local's payment of expenses for Peters to 
travel with Simpson to St. Louis in 1990, to assist Simpson in his 
political campaign to become an International Trustee. (Tr. 126-30; 
203-05) The circumstance that use of local union funds to promote 
the political career of a local officer is an independent violation 
of LMDRA aside,^ § 401(g) of LMDRA, Simpson's justification was 

^(...continued) 
the union's position and that he discussed union business with 
the Local's attorneys. (Tr. 473, 475) There was no need to go to 
Peters. 

^ Simpson seemed oblivious to the fact that this 
explanation was a confession that Peters and he were 
collaborating in a scheme to embezzle union funds to pay Peters 

(continued...) 
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that the promotion of his personal political career within the IBT 
was a benefit to the local union, consistent with the wording of 
the Executive Board's approval. Thus, Simpson admitted that he 
actively facilitated, approved and benefitted from Peters' 
representation of the Local and the Executive Board clearly 
believed it was paying Peters for advancing the Local interests, 
consistent with the evidence that he acted as a representative of 
the Local. 

Peter* attended the 1991 IBT Convention in Orlando, 
Florida. (R. Ex. 91 at 16) Local 743 paid for Peters' stay at the 
Radisson Inn Maingate during the IBT Convention. (I. Ex. 55; Tr. 
144) The total amount for Peters' rooms cost Local 743 
approximately $1,185.62. (I. Ex. 55) Again, Simpson claimed that 
Peters campaigned for him at the 1991 IBT Convention. (Tr. 207-208) 
That may be so - but the fact is that the Local and Simpson could 
only be justified in paying Peters' expenses if he was at the 
Convention as a representative of the Local's interests.^ once 
again, Simpson a* President of the Local and Peters demonstrated 
that they had no regard at all for the bars imposed upon Peters' 

**(...continued) 
for helping Simpson fulfill his political aspirations, and to 
violate federal law. 

^ S*9, e.g., Vnite3 States v. Pane, 433 F. supp. 1286, 
1291 (E.D. Mich. 1977) ("(W]here it is clear that an expenditure 
of union funds is authorized and these funds are in fact used for 
the legitimate benefit of the union, there can be no violation of 
the law.), aff'd. 583 F.2d 832 (6th Cir. 1978), cert, denied, 439 
U.S. 1127 (1979). The fact that Simpson admitted that Peters was 
at the convention promoting Simpson's individual political 
career, completely disposes of Simpson's proffered defense that 
the Local had a custom of paying for rooms of retirees at 
national conventions. 
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involvement with union affairs by the civil RICO settlement 
agreement. 

On September 26, 1989, Peters, pursuant to the Court-
approved settlement, resigned from the Locals' Health and Severance 
Funds. (I. Ex. 41)^ During the September 18, 1989, meeting of the 
Health Fund, after Peters announced his resignation, Simpson, who 
replaced Peters as a Trustee on both Funds, suggested that Peters 
be retained as a consultant to the Health Fund for a transition 
period. (I. Ex. 85; Tr. 209-11) Questioned about the length of the 
contemplated transition period, Simpson testified that he "[njever 
gave it a thought. It wasn't for pay." (Tr. 211) 

The final way in which Simpson allowed Peters to continue 
to represent the Local occurred with regard to the benefit funds 
administered on behalf of members of the Local: the Local 743 
Health and Welfare Trust ("Health Fund") and the Local 743 
Severance and Retirement Fund ("Severance Fund"). As Simpson was 
aware (Tr. 182), Peters' consent decree already allowed him an 
additional four months after he was required to resign as an 
officer of the Local within which to complete his duties as trustee 
of the Funds. (I. Ex. 51 (J), R. Ex. 5 at 21) Peters continued 
past his September 1989 resignation to represent the Local in the 
specific areas of investment performance, collections, resolution 
of' particular benefits claim and the definition of a particular 
eligibility criteria. 

^ In his resignation letter, Peters wrote "I will be 
available to the Trustees of both Funds for any information or 
assistance that I may be able to provide as a result of my forty 
(40) years experience as a Trustee of the Health and Welfare 
Fund." (I. Ex. 41) 
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First, during at least the period 1990 to 1992 in the 
area of investment performance, Peters had direct dealings with the 
investment advisor of the Health Fund, Dennis Glass ("Glass"). The 
first example which occurred on October 12, 1990 was a one-on-one 
meeting between Peters and Glass concerning "prior interest 
matters," a term which Simpson was never able to explain (R. Ex. 5 
at 21; Tr. 215, 362). No other Health Fund Trustee was present at 
this meeting. (I. Ex. 51 (J)) By bringing Peters and no other 
Trustee to the meeting with Glass, Simpson was ensuring that Glass 
understood Peters was still representing the Union. Following the 
November 12, 1990 meeting, Peters lobbied Simpson to appoint Glass 
as an advisor for the other fund, the Severance Fund (R. Ex. 5, p. 
21). 

Next, on July 8, 1991, Peters attended a meal meeting 
along with Simpson, Elberts and Selwood. (I. Ex. 51(1)) Simpson 
acknowledged that one of the matters discussed at the meeting was 
the "history of compensation for Dennis Glass, who had requested 
the Trustees to grant an increase in his investment fees." (R. Ex. 
5 at 21; Tr. 217-18)^ At the July 8, 1991 meeting, Glass' 
compensation was increased from $25,000 to $30,000 (I. Ex. 81). 

Finally, in late October 1991 Glass reported to Peters 
and Simpson at a meal meeting concerning the investments. (I. Ex. 
51 (J), R. Ex. 5 at 21) No other Health Fund Trustee was present at 

^ In contrast to Simpson's suggestion that the history of 
Glass' compensation was an issue about which Peters possessed 
unique knowledge, Glass testified that his company's 
compensation, which was either based upon the market value of the 
Fund or a flat fee, was in writing. (Tr. 361-362) Moreover, 
Simpson did not ask any of the other Trustees or any other 
employees of the Health Fund about Glass' compensation. (Tr. 
217) 
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this meeting. (I. Ex. 51(J)) By bringing Peters, but no Trustees 
(other than himself) to the meeting with Glass, Simpson was making 
it clear to Glass that Peters was still representing the union. 

Likewise, after Peters notified the Severance Fund of his 
concerns that the company responsible for investment of the 
Severance Fund had purchased junk bonds (Tr. 390-29), Peters 
attended the March 8, 1991 meeting of that Fund which included a 
representative of that company speaking to the Trustees. (I. Ex. 
71; Tr. 390-393) On the same date, Simpson, Peters, Selwood, 
Severance Fund Administrator Connie Selwood, Elberts, union-
appointed Severance Fund Trustee Sam Matyas and Severance Fund 
employer Trustees Tom Zyke and Jim Ligon had a working meal at Club 
Gene and Georgetti in Chicago. (I. Ex. 51 (Q)) We perceive no 
specific reason why Simpson had Peters there, except to reflect 
once again his power with respect to the Fund. 

Obviously, in these transactions, Peters was representing 
the ongoing, forward-looking interests of the Local, monitoring the 
assets of the funds and obtaining necessary ongoing investment 
advice. By placing Peters in a position to be involved in 
reviewing performance and negotiating future investment advisor 
fees, as well as expanding the duties of the investment advisor, 
Simpson was insuring that third parties such as Glass who dealt 
with the funds understood that Peters continued to represent the 
interests of the Local with respect to those funds. 

Peters also provided ongoing advice concerning 
collections from delinquent employers to the funds. (Tr. 405-406) 
This is interesting and significant. It is as if Selwood, convinced 
by Simpson's conveying to all that Peters spoke for Local 743 
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members and the union, believed Peters designed the strategy on 
handling current Fund problems. It was to Peters and to no one 
else to whom Selwood went. Peters had no legitimate reason to be 
extensively involved in these matters. Such involvement gave 
Peters power to influence the Fund's relations with employers. 

The Jarolin claim involved a dispute between family 
members of a deceased employee of the local as to eligibility for 
some type of survivor's benefits available to the family. 
Although, as Selwood admitted, he could have obtained the 
information about the underlying situation from Peters over the 
telephone, he personally met with Peters on July 8, 1991 to discuss 
the claim. (Tr. 394-96, 400-01) Peters had participated in an 
earlier meeting of September 4, 1990 of the Health Fund (I. Ex. 
51(F), R. Ex. 5 at 20), as well as a separate meal meeting at Local 
743 expense (I. Ex. 80), for the purpose of discussing the same 
situation^ The discussions concerning these matters carried over 
to the December 18, 1991 meeting of the Health Fund, which also 
involved a lunch meeting. Peters attended both meetings. (I. Ex. 
82, 51(F) and (K); Tr. 402, 403; R. Ex. 5 at 22) Selwood, 
apparently recognizing that this matter had already been discussed 
at two prior formal meetings and two meal meetings, attempted to 
justify the continuing dialogue by explaining he was hoping that 

^ The minutes of the September 4, 1990 Health Fund 
meeting, which noted Peters' presence at the meeting, contained 
no reference to any statements made by Peters at this meeting. 
(I. Ex. 80) Simpson contended that Peters did not influence any 
investment decisions of Local 743's Health and Welfare Fund. 
Simpson Memorandum 17. Even if this is so, Peters' continuing 
appearances could only be construed as his representing Local 743 
employee interests in the funds. 
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between July 8, 1991 and December 18, 1991, "something else might 
have surfaced" from Peters regarding that claim. (Tr. 403) 

We do not accept the assertion that Peters was the only 
longterm Local official who had the necessary information 
concerning the Jarolin claim. Attorney Elberts and David Dorfman 
were involved in resolving the Jarolin matter. (Tr. 402; R. Ex. 
19) Such information could have been gathered from available 
documentary sources including a death certification, Fund and Local 
743 records. Three separate formal meetings and surrounding 
informal meetings were not necessary to obtain whatever information 
might uniquely have been possessed by Peters, especially in light 
of the admission of Selwood that much of the information could have 
been obtained over the phone. 

Even if this matter had some touchy personal aspects, as 
described to us, the matter could not conceivably have involved the 
necessity of three separate consultations with Peters on behalf of 
a benefit fund which had multiple professional advisors. In short, 
too many individuals who should already have known or had available 
to them the relatively simple underlying facts they claim Peters 
exclusively possessed, testified to the need for repeated formal 
and lengthy contacts with Peters on this apparently simple matter. 
A more likely .explanation is that Peters was at those meetings 
because Simpson was continuing to project him as a Local 743 
representative, which would explain why Selwood dealt directly with-
Peters in regard to his Jarolin questions. 

Likewise, we reject Selwood's testimony that Peters' 
attendance was necessary at the September 4, 1990 Health Fund 
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meeting, because United of Omaha Insurance Company, the Fund's 
insurance carrier, 

was having some problems drafting their plan 
and booklet. .And they wanted to get detailed 
information one provision in particular, and 
that was a provision providing benefits to 
retirees. 

(Tr. 387-88; Tr. 404) 
Selwood testified that Peters attended this Health Fund 

meeting because "he's the only one that could give us the 
ingredients of qualifying for that benefit. No one else, I think, 
had the experience and the past knowledge of it." (Tr. 389) 
Selwood further described the need for Peters' advice stating, 
"since the attorneys had brought to the meeting a revised 
definition that would be included in the plan, I believe it was 
important for him [Peters] to see whether that was accurate." (Tr. 
405) We reject this explanation for Peters' presence. 

The minutes of the September 4, 1990 Health Fund meeting 
reflected that a new definition of a retired employee was adopted 
at that meeting. (I. Ex. 80) If that was the purpose, there were 
many methods of getting Peters' information without having him sit 
throughout the whole meeting on all topics. In any event, Selwood, 
who had fourteen years experience with the Health Fund, was present 
at the September 4, 1990 meeting as was Elberts, whose law firm had 
been counsel to the Health Fund since at least 1967. (I. Ex. 80; 
Tr. 315-316; 379-381) We were given no reason why Elbert/ for 
example, could not have supplied the information supposedly 
obtainable only from Peters. 

In each of the above transactions, Peters represented the 
interests of the Local and, critically, did so with advisors and 
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other service providers who were obviously dependent upon the funds 
for future business. Peters' prior representative stature was 
fortified by these transactions. 

Simpson's encouraging and permitting the mere presence of 
Peters at Trustee meetings, even when he did not actively 
participate, bespeak of his representative status as much as the 
specific instances discussed above where he actually participated 
in a particular issue.^ Peters' presence throughout the entire 
Trustees meetings^ itself sends a message of his representative 
status to those third-party service providers. Critically, no 
effort was made to limit the message of representative status 
arising from the above events. Peters participated in entire 
meetings; his presence was never explained as being limited to one 
particular issue. Thus, the overinclusiveness of the involvement 
of Peters, when measured against the asserted reasons for his 

^ An example is the October 26, 1990 Health Fund meeting. 
(I. Ex. 83) 

^ Peters attended meetings to discuss matters currently 
before the Health Funds on at least September 4, 1990, and 
October 26, 1990 and before the Severance Fund on March 8, 1991. 
I. Ex. 80, 83, 71. On two of the above-mentioned days, September 
9 and March 8, and on July 8, 1991, and December 18, 1991, Peters 
attended meal meetings held at about the time of formal Health 
Fund Trustee meetings with participants in those meetings. (I. 
Ex. 81, 82, 51(F), (I), (K) and (Q)) Service providers 
apparently attended only the portion of the particular meeting 
pertaining to their service. (I. Exs. 51(F), (I), (K) and (Q); 
(I. Exs. 71, 80-82) and on at least two of those occasions, in 
addition to attending a working lunch meeting, Peters attended 
the meeting of the Fund Trustees held that same day. (I. Exs. 71 
and 80) Simpson testified that "sometimes" there was either a 
one-on-one meeting with Peters and him and then a meeting of the 
Fund Trustees or a meeting of the Fund Trustees and then the one-
on-one meeting with Peters. (Tr. 218-19) Clearly, Simpson was 
allowing Peters to stay fully informed and to continue to have a 
role in activities of each of the Funds. 
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presence (which we have rejected), is itself additional evidence of 
Peters' representative status. 

Several other circumstances lead us to reject Simpson's 
proffered justifications for Peters' involvement in these matters. 
First, there were other local union appointed Trustees, 
particularly Kenneth Hester (I. Ex. 2 at 8-9; Tr. 208), and other 
longterm professionals and service providers^ who most probably 
could have provided the necessary information rather than 
structuring the relationship with Peters so that whatever 
information he legitimately or genuinely had to offer could have 
been communicated in a controlled manner. On one occasion, an 
October 1990 meeting between Peters and Glass concerning the ill-
remembered "prior interest matter," Peters was the only arguable 
representative of the Local. 

Simpson relies heavily on the September resolution of the 
Local Executive Board concerning Peters' retirement (I. Ex. 38) and 
the argument that the Consent Decree did not prohibit "associating 
or working with Mr. Peters or being assisted by him...". (R. Ex. 
23) While we do not agree with such a characterization of the 
Consent Decree, our findings are not based on "associating or 

^ These included: Gittler's law firm (which provided 
legal services to both the Health Fund and the Severance Fund) 
(Tr. 315-16); Alex Selwood, the consulting actuary for the Health 
and Severance Funds, who provided services to both Funds for at 
least fourteen years (Tr. 379-381) and after he became a 
consulting actuary, Selwood's wife, Connie Selwood, who became 
the Administrator for the Severance Fund (Tr. 381); and David 
Dorfman, whose company was the third-party Administrator for the 
Health Fund for many years. (Tr. 209) There was also Dennis 
Glass ("Glass"), who owned a company known as DFG Investments, 
and who handled investments for the Health Fund for several years 
(Tr. 354-355), and before forming his own company, Glass was 
employed by the bank that handled the investments for the Local 
743 Health Fund. (Tr. 356-57) 
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working with"; rather they are based on, among other things, 
Simpson maintaining Peters as a representative of the Local. The 
facts discussed herein on which those findings are based were not 
even remotely mentioned or referred to in the September 1991 
letter.^ 

In approximately January 1993, Gittler advised Simpson 
that the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") considered Peters 
to have ties to organized crime. (Tr. 149-150) Nonetheless, 
Simpson continued his relationship with Peters for several months 
after receiving this information.^ Moreover, Simpson had a meal 
with Peters and International Vice President Ellis at the April 
1993 Central Conference of Teamsters meeting in Las Vegas; and 
Simpson saw Peters, as he knew he would, at a retirement dinner for 
Teamster Montgomery Ward Council Chair Gayle Crawford in late June 
or early July 1993. (I. Ex. 45 at 19-25; R. Ex. 91 at 15-18; Tr. 
145-46; I. Ex. 58 at 13-14, 18 and 27-28; I. Ex. 61) This 
continued contact with Peters after being informed that the FBI 
considered Peters to be an LCN associate was additional evidence of 
Simpson's willingness to facilitate Peters' continued prohibited 
involvement in union business.^ 

^ In making our findings, we do not rely on the fact that 
the Local provided Peters with an office, phone or the title of 
President Emeritus. 

^ Thus, Simpson permitted Peters to continue to have an 
office on the Local's premises. By letter dated August 10, 1993, 
Peters wrote Simpson stating he would no longer use the office on 
Local 743 premises. (R. Ex. 32) 

^ Based upon Simpson's own testimony that he read the 
RICO complaint when it was issued in 1988, we do not accept his 
assertion that he was not aware until January 1993 that Peters 
was alleged by the FBI to have been involved with the mob. Even 

(continued...) 
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On the basis of the foregoing, we conclude that it has 
been established by a preponderance of the evidence that Simpson 
brought reproach upon the IBT and interfered with the Local's legal 
obligations by allowing Peters to act as a representative and agent 
of the Local and its Funds in violation of the Peters' court-
approved settlement agreement. 

Contrary to Simpson's position,^ under the court-
approved agreement Peters was barred not only from the positions of 
"business agent" or "business representative" when the agreement 
referred to "agent" or "representative." (Tr. 277) We are familiar 
with the terms "business agent" and "business representative." 
They refer to specific union positions. The court-approved 
agreement set forth a broader prohibition, requiring Peters to 

^(...continued) 
when he acknowledges being aware of the FBI having made that 
allegation, it still took Simpson approximately eight months to 
sever the relationship of the Local and Peters. 

^ Gittler claimed that the words used in the Peters court-
approved settlement were terms of art in the labor field. (Tr. 
277) Gittler stated that, 

[t]he individuals employed by the locals 
who are responsible primarily for 
negotiating and enforcing collective 
bargaining agreements are referred to 
either as agents or representatives, the 
business agent or a business representatives. 
*[sic] They're titles. And that's what I believe 
was referred to in the decree. 

(Tr. 277) 
Gittler also testified that these positions were almost always 
compensated positions. (Tr. 278) 

As is reflected in this Opinion, we do not accept the 
narrow definition accorded the words "representative" and "agent" 
by Gittler. 
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permanently resign from all positions as an "agent" or 
"representative" of the IBT, any IBT subordinate body and any IBT 
affiliated benefit fund. We interpret the court-approved agreement 
to use "agent" and "representative" in their broader meaning. Had 
the drafters of the court-approved settlement agreement intended to 
restrict the prohibitions on Peters to the positions of "business 
agent" and "business representative", those specific terms would 
have been used in the agreement. [See, United States v. Capenecrro, 
576 F. 2d 973 (2d Cir.) cert, denied, 439 U.S. 928 (1978); S.E.C. 
v. Levine, 881 F. 2d 1165, 1178-79 (2d Cir. 1989).] 

It should also be noted that the court-approved 
settlement was not limited to prohibiting Peters from holding only 
those IBT-affiliated positions for which he would be compensated. 
(Tr. 275-78) As a union officer, Peters was not paid for being a 
Fund Trustee. 

As we have noted, Simpson could not properly rely on 
Gittler for advice. Simpson knew that Gittler was Peters' attorney 
in the civil RICO case. Simpson, as an experienced labor 
negotiator, who was familiar with the potential conflict of 
interest in an attorney's representation of two clients, claimed to 
have relied on Gittler's statements as to how Peters could stay-
involved with the Local. Simpson, however, could not have 
reasonably relied upon Gittler's statements concerning Peters' 
ability to stay involved with the Local because Gittler was Peters' 
attorney. Instead, as we have stated, Simpson should have obtained 
advice from independent counsel, knowing of Gittler's obligation to 
do his best for Peters. See Investigations Officer v. Anthony 
Calacrna et al, June 14, 1991, Decision of the Independent 
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Administrator at 30-34, aff'd. United States v. IBT (Application 
XLII), 88 Civ. 4486, slip op. (November 8, 1991, S.D.N.Y.). 

In Investigations Officer v. Coli. May 15, 1992, Decision 
of the Independent Administrator, aff'd. United States v. IBT, slip 
op. (S.D.N.Y. July 14, 1992), Local 727 officer James Coli argued 
that he relied upon the advice of counsel Edward Calihan when he 
failed to investigate the incarceration of Local 727 business agent 
Joseph Talerico. Calihan represented both Local 727 and Talerico. 
The Independent Administrator rejected this argument stating, 
"Coli's reliance on the advice of Calihan first fails because of 
the conflict of interest that Calihan had in representing both 
Talerico and Local 727." (IA Decision at 13) 

Finally, as the principal officer of Local 743, Simpson 
was required to ensure that he and the Local did not assist Peters 
in violating the settlement agreement which had been entered as a 
court order. See Investigations Officer v. Yontek, et al. June 21, 
1993 Decision of the Independent Administrator, aff'd. United 
States v. IBT, 1993 U.S. Dist. Lexis 16877 (S.D.N.Y. November 30, 
1993), aff'd. United States v. IBT. Docket Nos. 94-6004, 94-6006, 
slip op. (2d Cir. July 28, 1994). 

Here, as Simpson knew, the court order forbade Peters not 
from just holding a formal and designated position of power. It 
prohibited him from carrying out the orders of union officers or 
acting as the union or Fund's agent or representative. Simpson 
knew or should have known that assisting Peters in avoiding these 
restrictions would incur bringing reproach upon the union. Yet he 
engaged in a pattern of conduct that allowed Peters to act as an 
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agent and representative of Local 743 and its affiliated benefit 
funds. 

Simpson had the opportunity to protect the union and 
require Peters to memorialize his side deals and oral histories of 
contracts. Yet there is no evidence that Simpson took steps to 
protect the union: Instead, Simpson says he allowed Peters to 
continue to be the sole repository of significant information 
essential to the Local's operations. (R. Ex. 91 at 12-15) 

Similarly, there is no evidence that after March 14, 
1989, when it was certain that Peters was required to permanently 
leave the Local pursuant to the Court-approved settlement 
agreement, Simpson did nothing to obtain any such information from 
Peters. The irony is that, in offering his explanation for Peters' 
continuing activity, Simpson seems not to have realized that it 
reflected poorly upon Simpson's leadership qualities, thereby 
creating a picture of the Local being dependent upon secret 
information Peters alone possessed. 

There are further reasons for rejecting Simpson's 
explanation for Peters' continuing involvement in Local and Fund 
affairs. This involvement formed a pattern with Simpson favoring 
Peters' interests above his obligations to the Local: 1. Simpson 
in violation of Section 14(B) of the Local 743 Bylaws, failed to 
conduct a required investigation of Peters after the filing of the 
civil RICO case in June 1988. See, United States v. IBT [Sansonel, 
981 F. 2d 1362, 1368 (2d Cir. 1992) ("Every IBT 'officer is a 
fiduciary with respect to the Union members,' and has a 'duty to 
disclose and remedy wrongdoing within the IBT.'" (citation 
omitted)). 
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2. Simpson voted to award Peters a car at the Local's expense in 
violation of Section 16(C) of the Local's Bylaws which provided 
that title to the car must remain in the name of the Local. 
3. Simpson permitted Peters, who did not act as a business 
representative while a Trustee, to be paid $100,000, more than the 
other Trustees, and remained silent when Peters -was elected to that 
position in October 1988. 

Allowing Peters to continue to represent the Local by 
campaigning at Local expense for Simpson's election as an 
International Trustee demonstrates that Simpson also favored his 
interests over those of the Local. 

As District Judge Edelstein held in another case under 
the Consent Decree, "[T]he Independent Administrator has the 
authority to find that a pattern of conduct constitutes a violation 
of the IBT Constitution, even if no single element of the pattern 
itself is a violation." United States v. IBT fLicrurotisI, 814 F. 
Supp. 1165, 1181 (S.D.N.Y. 1993). Given the pattern of Simpson 
facilitating and condoning Peters' prohibited involvement in the 
ongoing business of Local 743 and its affiliated funds, the 
evidence established that Simpson brought reproach upon the IBT and 
interfered with the Local's legal obligations through allowing 
Peters to evade the requirements of the court-ordered settlement 
agreement. 

In concluding this Opinion, we note the inconsistencies 
between Simpson's hearing testimony and his prior statements which 
place his credibility in question. For example, in a written 
statement Simpson submitted at the Local 743 Trusteeship hearing, 
Simpson misstated the date of Peters' retirement from the Local by 
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stating "Don Peters retired from Local 743 before the RICO lawsuit 
was ever filed." (R. Ex. 5 at 10)^ Contrary to this prepared 
statement, however, Peters continued as a Local 743 officer being 
paid an annual salary of nearly $100,000 for eleven months after 
June 1988, the month in which the civil RICO case was filed. (I. 
Exs. 10, 74, 75) 

A second troubling example of misstatements by Simpson 
occurred during his testimony before the IRB, when Simpson claimed 
that, after the civil RICO was filed, he asked Peters about the 
allegations against Peters in the complaint and Peters denied the 
allegations. (Tr. 186) This was in direct contrast to this 
testimony at his May 25, 1993 sworn examination where Simpson 
testified that he did not ask Peters about the allegations in the 
RICO complaint against him. (I. Ex. 4 at 19-20) 

Next, in a statement submitted at the Trusteeship 
hearing, Simpson claimed that Peters "made an uninvited appearance" 
at the 1991 shop stewards seminar. (R. Ex. 5 at 14) However, in 
direct contrast to this written statement, Simpson testified at the 
IRB hearing that he called Peters to invite him to the 1991 shop 
stewards seminar. (Tr. 122-123) 

Simpson's credibility was also placed in question by his 
attempt to conceal from the Investigations Office the Local's 
payments for Peters' attendance at the 1991 IBT Convention. In a 
September 12, 1991 letter to the Investigations Office, which. 
Simpson had reviewed before it was sent, Gittler omitted Peters 

^ On August 22, 1994, the IBT General President placed 
Local 743 in Trusteeship. A hearing regarding this trusteeship 
was held on September 21, 1994. 
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from a list of Local guests at the IBT Convention.^Previously 
noted, supra at 24, there was no good explanation for that 
omission. 

It is remarkable that Simpson admits, in an apparent 
attempt to explain away the fact that the Local paid for certain 
expenses of Peters, said that the payment was for Peters' expenses 
to travel with Simpson to IBT functions to assist Simpson in his 
campaign for International office. It also appeared that Simpson 
had the Local pay the manager's and his assistant's hotel expenses 
at the 1991 IBT Convention. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 501(c) and § 
481(g), union funds can only be used for an authorized purpose to 
benefit the members. Local money to help Simpson obtain a part-
time $75,000 a year job as an IBT Trustee was not being spent for 
the members. See, United States v. Long, 952 F. 2d 1520 (8th Cir. 
1991); United Mine Workers of Amer. v. Boyle, 91 LRRM 2549 (D.D.C. 
1975), aff'd mem. 95 LRRM 2274 (D.C. Cir. 1977); see also United 
States v. Ladmer, 429 F.Supp. 1231, 1243 (E.D.N.Y. 1977)("[F]ormal 
resolutions cannot authorize the expenditures of funds of labor 
organizations where the expenditures are not for union benefit but 
are for the personal benefit of the recipients."). 

Other examples of Simpson's lack of credibility are 
found in his attempts to justify the many meetings Peters had post-
resignation concerning the Funds with Simpson and service 
providers. Thus, in his written Trusteeship hearing statement, 
Simpson stated that he approved the Local's payment for an October 

^ The claim that Peters' attendance at the convention was 
not concealed from other entities is irrelevant to the fact that 
his attendance as the Local's guest and the Local's payment for 
his hotel expenses were withheld from the Investigations Office. 
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12, 1990 meal Peters had alone with Glass because the two met "to 
discuss an outstanding fund issue relating to prior interest 
matters." (R. Ex. 5 at 21) At the IRB hearing Simpson could not 
state what this meant, (Tr. 215) and Glass did not explain it. 
Indeed, Glass did not remember meeting with Peters to discuss such 
an issue. (Tr. 362) There was another meeting attended by Simpson, 
Peters and Glass at which, according to Simpson, Glass, with 
Peters' assistance, was trying to get work with the Local's other 
Funds. (R. Ex. 5 at 21) Glass, however, had no recollection of 
that and testified he made a written presentation for new business. 
(Tr. 362-363) Equally dubious was Simpson's claim that he had to 
meet with Peters concerning the history of Glass' compensation 
which only Peters knew. (R. Ex. 5 at 21) Yet, Glass testified that 
his compensation formulae were in writing and in the Fund's 
possession. (Tr. 361-362) Moreover, Hester, the other union 
Trustee, had served in that capacity for many years. 
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Conclusion 
We find that the charges against Simpson have been proved. 

Simpson engaged in a pattern of conduct that allowed Peters to act 

as an agent and representative of Local 743 despite the civil RICO 

settlement agreement which forced Peters to resign. Simpson 

continually encouraged Peters' representative status. In fact, 

Simpson actively benefited from Peters' representation of the Local 

for his own personal political career. 

Simpson's conduct makes him unfit to serve in any position of 

trust or responsibility within the IBT or any of its affiliates. 

Accordingly, Simpson is to remove himself as President of Local 

743, and draw no money or compensation therefrom. Moreover, 

Simpson is permanently barred from holding any position with the 

IBT, or any IBT-affiliated entity in the future. As an additional 

safeguard, Simpson may not hereafter obtain employment, consulting 

or other work with the IBT, or any IBT-affiliated entity. 

Dated: July^5j 1995 Members of the 
Independent Review Board 

William H. Webster 
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